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Welcome.
2016 has seen a whole host of landmark events
take place, some triumphant and others tragic – all
depending on who you ask. And looking back over
the past year, it’s safe to say that while it has been
many things, it certainly hasn’t been boring.

(Avoid currency transaction fees)

Unlike the banks who charge an arm and a leg, we don’t charge
currency transaction fees and we can give you a better rate.

We saw the UK public vote for Brexit in June, NASA’s Juno spacecraft enter orbit
around Jupiter in July and then on 8th November the poll-shattering shock victory of
Donald Trump in the American presidential race. Coming out the end of this whirlwind
year, plenty still remains up in the air.
In this, our winter edition of Transfer, we turn our attention to some of the things
we enjoy most: travel, property and even a nice cup of coffee. How might our 2017
plans be affected by this tumultuous backdrop and a unprecedentedly weak pound?
Looking forward at the year ahead, how can we make the most of our present
situation? And, for those of us ready throw in the towel and try somewhere new,
whether for now or forever, where should we go? Find out this and much more
in Transfer.

Call today 0203 393 3041 or visit worldfirst.com

World First is authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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CE N TS PE R POUN D

WHAT DETERMINES
THE PRICE OF YOUR
CUP OF COFFEE?

Global coffee stocks run

wipes out acres of
crop, sends prices
higher by 190%
175

125

Coffee beans, just like currencies, have their price determined
by the markets. As such, global events, from weather to politics
and economics can have a profound impact on the price of your
morning coffee. We take a look at the evolution of the price of
coffee over the past few decades to discover the most significant
determinants of your daily espresso.
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By a significant margin, the world’s largest

2000s. This slump in coffee prices was quickly

While the popularisation and democratisation of

coffee producer is Brazil, with over 10,000

followed by a different phenomenon – the

the lowly espresso can’t be solely attributed to

square miles being dedicated to growing both

explosion of the world’s best known coffee

the Seattle coffee peddlers, it certainly harkened

Robusta and Arabica beans, which make up

chain: Starbucks.

the arrival of a new style of coffee consumption:

roughly a third of global coffee bean output.

high quality, easily accessible, widely

Therefore, when the weather turns for the worse

Quickly following the slump in coffee prices, the

customisable and most importantly: cheap. This

or there’s a bumper crop in a given year, the

number of global Starbucks branches exploded.

new, fashionable way to drink cappuccinos

country’s producers can send shockwaves

The company grew from a mere 3,501 stores to

brought customers in their droves, lifting the

through the global coffee market which

17,009 stores at the peak of the coffee boom

chain’s revenues from $2.2 billion in 2000 to

ultimately has a dramatic impact on the cost of

in 2011. And that’s not the only thing that grew

$19.2 billion in 2015.

your beloved beverage.

at Starbucks. Over the same period, every one

After the deregulation of the coffee markets

dollar invested in the company’s equity would

Naturally, the world’s foremost coffee producers

have returned you over 300% in profits.

were unable to meet this new, unquenchable

in the early 90s, producers were given free

desire for good quality coffee. Their 1999’s

rein to flood the market and lift their sales

bumper crop proved unsustainable in the face

volumes. The net effect of this was low coffee
prices for around half a decade, until the newly
deregulated coffee market hit its first snag:
Brazilian frost. The so-called ‘black frost’ hit
plantations in June and July of 1994 wiping
out between 50-80% of the harvest in the states
of São Paulo and Paraná. As a result, prices
rose to all-time highs of $2.09 per pound, an
increase of close to 200% from the lows of the
early 90’s.
As is often the case in markets that dramatically
shoot upwards, these price rises couldn’t be
sustained. Suppliers were all too happy to
sell their wares at the new, higher prices. The
increased revenue on the table caused global
production in the years following the Brazilian
frost to shoot upwards by over 50%, hitting
close to 8 million metric tonnes by 1999. The

“Quickly following
the slump in
coffee prices, the
number of global
Starbucks branches
exploded.
The company grew
from a mere 3,501
stores to 17,009
stores at the peak
of the coffee boom
in 2011.”

of new frosts, a drought in Brazil and supply
issues in Vietnam and Colombia. This supply
constriction then led to another steep rise in the
price of coffee which reached the top of the
market in 2011 resulting in the most expensive
coffee in history at $3/lb.
The current price of coffee sits squarely in the
middle of the market at $1.40/lb, but this could
quickly change as it has many times over the
past 30 years. As tastes continue to mature and
the global middle class swells, it’s clear that
coffee demand is unlikely to tail off any time
soon. The future price of your morning cup of
joe, therefore, will largely be determined by
the availability of coffee bean supply and the
impact of key determinants (such as changing
weather patterns and supply chain efficiency).
So, the onus is on producers around the world

market then snapped under the weight of so

to continue supplying sustainably, responsibly

much extra supply, with prices tumbling from

and consistently, to avoid the market meltdowns

$2.75/lb to as low as $0.43/lb in the early

that have become more and more frequent since
coffee was handed over to market forces 25
years ago.

“As tastes continue
to mature and
the global middle
class swells, it’s
clear that coffee
demand is unlikely
to tail off any
time soon.”

BREXIT NEGOTIATIONS:
WHERE DO WE GO
FROM HERE?

IF ONE WORD SUMMARISES
THE UK ECONOMY THIS
Y E A R , I T ’ S U N C E R T A I N T Y.

MARKET VOLATILITY

PRE-TRIGGER
N E G O T I AT I O N S

With the UK’s imminent departure from the European Union,
the handover of the White House in early 2017 and looming
Presidential elections in both France and Germany, it’s becoming
increasingly difficult to foresee what the state of global politics, and
thus the markets, will look like in twelve months’ time.

To help visualise the different scenarios and twists and turns, we’ve
distilled the plethora of different options, scenarios and paths
that the UK’s negotiations with the EU could take and plotted the
possible outcomes for the pound, the UK economy and general
market volatility.
These are our opinions and estimates and therefore they shouldn’t be relied on as advice.
Financial markets are affected by many different factors which could cause any of these
outcomes to be significantly altered.

A RT I C L E 5 0 T R I G G E R E D

N E G O T I AT I O N S O N U K E X I T TA K E P L A C E

TIME

With so many independent, standalone events that the global
economy has to work its way through next year, each individual
hurdle must be viewed in isolation, as another building block
toward the composition of the global market at the end of 2017.

NO PRE-TRIGGER
N E G O T I AT I O N S

U K L E AV E
M A I N TA I N I N G
MARKET ACCESS
MOVEMENT OF

EU
SINGLE
AND FREE
LABOUR

UK TRADE IS BUSINESS
AS USUAL AS FIRMS
NO LONGER FEAR
SINGLE MARKET EXIT

GBP RISES, BUT SHY
OF PRE-BREXIT HIGHS,
A S U K M A I N TA I N S
POSITION AS MEMBER
OF EU MARKETPLACE

U K L E AV E E U W I T H
NO SINGLE MARKET
ACCESS AND LIMITS
O N I M M I G R AT I O N

U K L E AV E E U
WITH NO TRADE
DEAL IN PLACE

UK BUSINESS FORCED
TO ADAPT TO NEW
RULES IN ORDER TO
TRADE WITH EU

U K T O R E V E RT T O
RULES LAST USED IN
THE 1970S

GBP WEAKENS, FINANCIAL
FIRMS UPROOTED BY NO
SINGLE MARKET ACCESS,
TRADE WEAKENS WITH EU,
BUT RISES WITH ROTW

UK POSITION AS A SAFE
H AV E N I N J E O PA R D Y, G B P FA L L S
S H A R P LY, F O R E I G N D I R E C T
I N V E S T M E N T FA L L S , I N F L AT I O N
A N D I N T E R E S T R AT E S R I S E
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Where’s the best
place in Europe
to live in?

It’s cold, it’s raining and your train is late for third time
this week. As you hunch your shoulders to stop the
umbrella from the person next to you from depositing
the rain it’s harvested down your back, you start to hark
back to last summer in Barcelona and think: I bet it’s
not like this at Estació de França this morning.

But whilst it’s almost certainly true that the
weather will be better on the platform of one
of Barcelona’s busiest stations, don’t go buying
a one-way ticket just yet. Of course, it’s human
nature to think that the grass is greener (especially
for us Brits) somewhere else but the road to
becoming an expat is long and littered with
huge – perhaps, epic – life-changing decisions
to agonise over. And that starts with the biggest
question of all; which country should the aspiring
expat move to?

And that’s where we can help.

A holiday is one thing but life as an expat is
something else entirely. You need to choose
carefully and wisely based on things like the
quality of living, the cost of living and the
availability of work.

Now we’re not saying that we have all the
answers, but it might get you thinking…

Our Grass is Greener Index takes a unique
look at the myriad of countries in the European
Union in search of those where the grass
actually is, metaphorically at least, greener than
the UK. Across a range of different factors and
using official data and statistics – from average
income to life expectancy – we’ve attempted to
show those countries where life is, empirically
and quantitatively, better than it is in the UK.

6 countries where the grass is greener.

1. Luxembourg

2. Denmark

3. Netherlands

INDEX: 132.3

INDEX: 116.8

INDEX: 110.7

4. Germany

5. Ireland

INDEX: 107.1

INDEX: 105.8

6. Malta
INDEX: 105.0

And 21 countries where the grass isn’t greener.

The winners and losers in more detail:
LO WEST RANK I NG

HIGHEST RANKING

8. Austria

9. Belgium

10. Cyprus

INDEX: 99.2

INDEX: 98.3

INDEX: 95.5

11. Sweden

12. Finland

13. France

INDEX: 93.3

INDEX: 89.2

INDEX: 84.5

Germany

INDEX: 84.2

15. Italy

16. Slovenia

INDEX: 77.7

INDEX: 77.2

17. Portugal

18. Estonia

19. Hungary

INDEX: 76.9

INDEX: 74.9

INDEX: 70.8

Greece

MISERY INDEX

Luxembourg

GDP PER CAPITA

Bulgaria

Cyprus

HOUSING COSTS

Lithuania

AVERAGE EARNING

Romania

Malta

LIFE EXPECTANCY

Slovakia

Malta

AVERAGE TEMPERATURE

Finland

PRESS FREEDOM

Bulgaria

Luxembourg

14. Czech
Republic
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Finland

Let’s all move to Luxembourg!
20. Poland

21. Romania

22. Slovakia

INDEX: 70.5

INDEX: 70.0

INDEX: 68.3

23. Bulgaria

24. Latvia

25. Lithuania

INDEX: 67.7

INDEX: 64.6

INDEX: 61.8

26. Spain

27. Croatia

28. Greece

INDEX: 60.0

INDEX: 50.7

INDEX: 40.9

Luxembourg is a small, landlocked country in Western Europe surrounded by France, Belgium
and Germany. Its proximity, and the fact that it has been repeatedly invaded through history,
means that its language, culture and people are heavily influenced by its larger neighbours.
In short, it’s a mix of French and Germanic cultures.
With a population of less than 600,000 (less than Leeds alone), it is perhaps best known for
its attractive tax environment. A history of low corporation tax rates dating back to the 1970s
has attracted rafts of foreign investment and made Luxembourg an attractive place for global
businesses to headquarter their European operations. Luxembourg was recently voted the
second safest tax haven in the world, behind Switzerland.
Luxembourg has a very high standard of living and, in 2015, the IMF ranked it as second
behind Qatar according to GDP per capita (based on purchasing power parity calculations).
It also enjoys very low levels of unemployment and high standards of education and
healthcare.

Methodology: To compile our Grass is Greener Index, we've taken publicly available data from Eurostat, national statistics agencies and
international weather monitors. We've then indexed each respective country against the UK at 100 in order to compare and contrast each
country on each statistic.
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JANUARY

Your ultimate
2017 holiday
calendar

Can’t think of where to go next year?
Don’t worry, we’ve got you covered.
Discover 24 dream short and long haul
destinations for each month in our ultimate
holiday calendar for 2017. All you need to
do is remember your passport.

SHORT HAUL

LONG HAUL

Bruges

Goa

Bruges retains its magic in the winter with festive
markets, ice rinks and romantically cobbled streets.
You can hideaway from the cold in any of the candle
lit taverns, restaurants and pubs the city has to offer.
Culture seekers won’t be disappointed with the range
of museums, medieval buildings and churches all
snow topped in January.

With temperatures from about 26° upwards, January
is the best time to visit the wonderful coastlines and
warm sands of Goa. Known for its hippy culture and
serene beaches, there is no place more peaceful to
start the year.

FEBRUARY

SHORT HAUL

LONG HAUL

Venice

Jackson Hole, Wyoming

Venice comes alive in February for its annual
Carnival. Held in the lead up to Ash Wednesday,
expect to see extravagant costumes, embroidered
masquerades and even the cities famous gondolas
adorned with lace and silk as the country prepares
for Lent.

For avid fans of the snow sports, Jackson Hole is
truly the place to be. Flanked by the Teton mountain
range, Jackson Hole offers some breath-taking runs
and is not one for the faint hearted. When you’re not
busy throwing yourself down a mountain, the nearby
village of Teton is the perfect location for some
apres-ski dining.

MARCH
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MAY

SHORT HAUL

LONG HAUL

SHORT HAUL

LONG HAUL

Iceland

Texas

Istanbul

Cape Verde

March is one of the best times to spot the northern
lights. The slightly longer days make it statistically
more likely for the Aurora Borealis to pay a visit.
Even if you miss it, Iceland has tons to offer.
Whether you’re dipping into the blue lagoon or
would prefer to skidoo across Icelandic glaciers,
there is something for everyone.

Spring is the perfect time to explore the great Texas
outdoors. However, with a range of events taking
place, you may not have time for much exploring.
March sees in SXSW, a festival celebrating the
interactive, film and music industries. If trendy
festivals aren’t your thing, March is also the best
time to go birding, a particularly popular pastime
there due the vast array of species that make the
Lone Star state their home during spring.

If you’re looking for a pre-summer getaway, then
Istanbul should be at the top of your list. Full of
vibrancy, it offers a good balance of culture,
traditions, history and a cracking nightlife.

Known for its mix of Creole, Portuguese and African
culture, Cape Verde is a superb long haul destination
for those who want to unwind. Surrounded by
gorgeous beaches, this little island and its volcanic
backdrops will undoubtedly take your breath away.

APRIL

JUNE

SHORT HAUL

LONG HAUL

SHORT HAUL

LONG HAUL

Madrid

Costa Rica

St Petersburg

Peru

The countdown to summer in Madrid begins in April
with its parks blooming and the buzz of the city’s bar
culture spilling outside. The weather is also far more
hospitable than in the summer when the heat can be
suffocating which makes it a great time to truly take
in what the Spanish capital has to offer.

For a slightly more adrenaline filled spring, try
Costa Rica. With its fantastic mix of white sand
beaches, jungles and forest trails for exploring and
fantastic spots for hiking, Costa Rica makes a good
destination for fans of the great outdoors.

June is a month of constant celebration in St
Petersburg with the locals shedding their fur
and inhibitions. The grandness of the city is best
appreciated when the frost melts and landmarks like
the Winter Palace and Kazan Cathedral are backlit
with glorious sunshine.

As the Amazon’s dry season starts in June, there’s no
better time to explore the South American landscape
and enjoy the sights, colours and sounds of the
rainforest. There’s also something called Machu
Picchu but no one ever wants to go there!

JULY
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SEPTEMBER

SHORT HAUL

LONG HAUL

SHORT HAUL

LONG HAUL

Cornwall

Kenya

Crete

Toronto

It’s hard not to fall impossibly in love with the
Cornish coast when the sun is out. Whilst school
holidays will bring a flock of families to the
charming towns that make up Cornwall, don’t let
that put you off. The variety of things to do and
explore is what makes the county a great summer
destination.

Rainy season is over and Kenya’s wildlife comes
back to life. Kenya in July is THE trip of a lifetime.
See the wildebeest great migration and big five in
real life. No Disney film could ever do it justice.

With holiday season coming to an end, catch the
best of Cretan food, wine and culture just before it
packs up for winter. The distinctive Greek island is
still basking in glorious heat so take tours around
the island and tuck into some of its delicious
traditional cuisine.

Toronto festival season remains in full swing with
the Toronto International Film Festival taking place
in the second week of September. Mingle with
Hollywood stars and be sure to take a trip to
the Toronto islands.

AUGUST

OCTOBER

SHORT HAUL

LONG HAUL

SHORT HAUL

LONG HAUL

Amsterdam

Tanzania

Munich

The Galapagos Islands

It’ll be hard to find many places that can rival
Amsterdam for fun and there’s no better time to
enjoy its delights than at the height of summer
when the canals are lit up and everywhere looks
like a trendy art gallery.

Tanzania’s stunning landscapes, amazing wildlife
and gorgeous blue sea make it perfect for a long
summer holiday. From Lake Victoria to Zanzibar,
Tanzania is where the exotic tropics meet the
serene desert resulting in one of Earth’s most
beautiful backdrops.

Beer, lederhosen, beer, currywurst, dancing and
more beer. No one ever outgrows the bundle of
fun that is Oktoberfest in Munich. Get involved and
experiment with the variety of ‘liquid gold’ at the
world’s most famous party.

If you’re after some of nature’s most beautiful
offerings, the Galapagos is the place for you. You’ll
catch the end of peak season to see the wonderful
fauna on show in October but miss the holiday rush.
What’s not to love?

NOVEMBER

SHORT HAUL

LONG HAUL

Lisbon

Tokyo

Lisbon still gets a bit of autumn sun in November
and it’s a great time to rummage through the city’s
historic quarters and wander through Bairro Alto,
the hilltop part of town known for its delightful mix
of cafes, cobbled streets and with truckloads of
charisma.

Skip Tokyo’s hot, wet summer and visit in November
when it becomes dry and cool. A lot more pleasant
to get involved in the various fairs and festivals the
city hosts throughout the month including Tori-no-ichi,
an annual celebration that sees markets surrounding
Tokyo’s shrines attracting visitors from all over the
world.

(Trust a genuine currency expert)

DECEMBER
Don’t trust the banks’ call-centers to handle your currency
transfer. Speak to a currency expert in three rings.
Call today 0203 393 3041 or visit worldfirst.com

SHORT HAUL

LONG HAUL

Paris

Vietnam

Paris does Christmas like no other with the City of
Lights shining extra brightly in December. Don your
ice skates and head to the Champs-Elysées or jump
on the hundreds of carousels that pop up across the
city in December. You’ll find it difficult not to get into
the Christmas spirit after a few hours in the city.

A backpacker favourite, Vietnam is designed for
the explorer in you. In December, the south of the
country remains delightfully warm and great for
sunbathing and water sports. The north can get quite
chilly but that’s no reason not to walk up the quaint
village of Sa Pa.
World First is authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority.

COULD TRUMP BOOST UK
PROPERTY PRICES WHERE
BREXIT COULDN’T?
UK property has long been a sought after
investment regardless of whether you live locally
or abroad. In 2014, London property was the most
expensive per square foot in the world beating out
places like Hong Kong and Tokyo. As the global
financial crisis bit and investors burnt by shares
and other financial assets plumped for bricks and
mortar, the London property market accelerated.
The rest of the UK also saw investment, this was
not just a London story, but no area saw quite the
gains as those seen in the UK’s capital city.
Brexit may have changed this for now. Much like
many things to do with the UK’s decision to leave
the European Union, there is a huge amount of
investment uncertainty - but what is the outlook
for property moving forward in this post-Brexit
world? And, what impact will the election of
Donald Trump have?
WEAKNESS IN PLACES

Certainly, as it stands currently, we have seen a
slight correction in values since Brexit. Taking into
account income derived from these investments,
both retail and office property are down around
1% on the year with industrial properties yielding
about 2% year-to-date.
Indeed, property performance is very closely
correlated with economic growth and as the UK
economy goes so will property valuations. We
therefore have to surmise that the outlook for UK
property is one in which value can be found by
investors looking for income but less concerned
with short term capital growth.
In an environment within which we are seeing
low growth as well low interest and bond yields
the income stream from property will remain
attractive. Foreign buyers of UK property are more
than likely going to be able to take advantage of
low interest rates in their respective countries and
the devaluation of the pound to enable them a
decent entry point into the market. UK banks have
reined in their lending for property.

S U P P LY I N C R E A S I N G S L O W LY

For the moment, however, transaction volumes
are down 23% in the 9 months to October
compared to the same period in 2015 and that has
contributed to a 10.4% fall in prices since their
peak in 2014. Uncertainty will delay the return of
price growth but the market will be underpinned
by low interest rates and the value of sterling.

“INDEED, PROPERTY
PERFORMANCE IS VERY
C L O S E LY C O R R E L AT E D W I T H
E CO N O M I C G R OW T H A N D AS
THE UK ECONOMY GOES SO
W I L L P R O P E R T Y VA L U AT I O N S . ”
Supply dynamics have shifted from shortage
to oversupply in the past few years and the
development pipeline is large: pre‐referendum
Savills expected 39,000 prime units would be
delivered between 2016 and 2020 with just 5% of
that considered “super prime”.
THE TRUMP EFFECT

As much as we have little idea about Brexit,
Donald Trump is likewise a long way from showing
his hand on trade, commerce, immigration and
investment. Global equities have rallied higher on
the belief that, in the short term anyway, a Trump
presidency means higher business investment and
greater government spending as well as lower taxes
and regulation.
This is unlikely to last.
Presidencies last four years, articles of
impeachment notwithstanding, and the chances
of a trade war or tariff-led trade policy damaging
the global economy will make the classic safe
havens of London property ever more attractive.
Similarly, political risk in Europe from the Italian
referendum as well elections in the Netherlands,
France and Germany may see a desire for the
relative stability of the red bricks in London.
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ASK THE EXPERTS:

S AV I N G F O R A
PROPERTY ABROAD
You want to own a property abroad one day. You’ve been working for years,
but your savings aren’t growing and your dream isn’t getting any closer. Sound
familiar? If you’re looking for a genuinely simple way to save more effectively,
now’s the time to think about investing. Lisa Caplan, Head of Financial
Advice at Nutmeg runs through what to think about:

1.

L I M I T S O F C A S H S AV I N G S
Peace of mind is important when it comes
to saving – most of us like knowing that our
money is safe and that we can get to it when we
need to.
It’s a familiar scenario: you open a cash savings
account ‘temporarily’ while working out a better
way to save, but life gets in the way and your
money stays where it is.
The problem is, depending on how much you’re
saving, keeping your money in a cash savings
account means it may only grow at a fraction of
the speed than if it was invested properly.
This is especially true now, when cash savings
are being hurt by falling interest rates –
meaning that you’ll make much less money
from your savings than you would have a few
years ago. And if you’re saving for a long time,
then a slow rate of growth could mean that it
actually ends up losing value in real terms by
the time you come to spend it.

2.

GET AN ISA
If you want an easy way to save more straight
away, then getting an ISA is a good place
to start.
An ISA is a savings account that lets you save
tax-free. So, over time, it could help you save
much more than if you kept your money in
regular cash savings – where you get charged
for the interest you earn. The only thing to bear
in mind is that the maximum amount you can
save per year is £15,240 – though this goes up
to £20,000 next tax year.

3.

Of course, it’s important to keep some money in
cash savings for a rainy day – but if there’s money
that you won’t be touching for a few years, then
it makes sense to look at this as an investment
option.

STOCKS AND SHARES

If you’d like to see how much a Stocks and Shares
ISA could grow in years to come, why not have a
look at Nutmeg’s handy ISA calculator?

If you want for the best chances of a higher return
on investment, then a Stocks and Shares ISA
could be the ideal choice – especially if you’re
confident that you have a chunk of money that
you can put away for a few years.

4.

Put simply, a Stocks and Shares ISA allows you to
invest your savings in funds, bonds and shares in
companies. You’re not completely exempt from tax,
but there are some major tax advantages:

Investing needn’t be a scary prospect. Like with
most things, there’s an element of risk involved,
but it’s never been easier to get your money
working harder.

•

you don’t pay any capital gains tax if the
investments within your ISA make a profit;

•

you get better tax rates on other benefits like
dividends and interest; and

•

you can withdraw or transfer your ISA
anytime.

If you’re unsure, it might be wise to talk to a
financial adviser before making the first step.
Getting some advice could help you make sense
of things and choose an investment option that is
right for you. Just make sure you’re aware of the
costs involved.

In short, a Stocks and Shares ISA could increase
your chances of making and saving more money
– and help you make quicker progress towards
getting that deposit.

ASK FOR ADVICE

Risk warning: As with all investing, your capital is
at risk. ISA rules apply.

There are different ISAs to choose from, but
two popular ones are Cash ISAs and Stocks and
Shares ISAs. Cash ISAs work just like normal
savings accounts, but they too have been
affected by falling interest rates – so they might
not offer the rate of growth you’re looking for,
if a house abroad is what you’re after.

Contact World First to see how much you
could save on your international payments.

Call 020 3393 6020
or go to worldfirst.com

